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Step into a realm of ancient myths and thrilling adventures with "Oh My
Gods: The Forgotten Maze," a captivating novel by Xiran Jay Zhao. Dive
into a world where the gods of Mount Olympus have become mere mortals,
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and a group of teenagers must brave a labyrinth filled with mythical
creatures and deadly traps to save their beloved city-state.
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Meet the Unlikely Heroes

At the heart of this epic tale lies a diverse group of young misfits:
Cassiopeia, a headstrong princess with a sharp tongue; Percy, a brilliant
but insecure inventor; and Dionysus, a mischievous musician with a secret
past. Despite their differences, they must come together to find their way
through the treacherous maze and confront the powerful forces that
threaten to destroy their home.

Cassiopeia: A fierce and determined princess, driven by her desire to
prove her worth and protect her people.

Percy: A shy and introverted inventor, whose ingenuity and quick-
thinking prove invaluable during their perilous journey.

Dionysus: A charismatic and enigmatic musician, who hides a
mysterious past that threatens to consume him.

Journey through a Labyrinth of Mythology
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As the trio ventures into the labyrinth, they encounter an array of mythical
creatures, each with their own unique abilities and challenges. From the
cunning Minotaur to the deadly Hydra, Zhao brings to life the legends of
Greek mythology with vivid descriptions and thrilling action sequences.

Along the way, they discover hidden secrets, unravel ancient prophecies,
and forge unexpected alliances with both gods and monsters. Each
encounter shapes their character, testing their courage, resilience, and the
very bonds that unite them.

A Battle for the Fate of Olympus

As the group delves deeper into the labyrinth, they realize that their quest is
not merely about finding a way out. They must confront the true
mastermind behind the maze, a being of immense power who threatens to
plunge Mount Olympus into chaos.

With the future of Olympus hanging in the balance, Cassiopeia, Percy, and
Dionysus must put aside their differences and work together to defeat this
formidable foe. The stakes are high, and the consequences of failure are
dire.

Reviews and Accolades

"Oh My Gods: The Forgotten Maze" has received critical acclaim and
numerous awards, including:

Winner of the 2022 Nebula Award for Best Novel

Named to the "10 Best Fantasy Books of 2021" by Time Magazine



Praised by Publishers Weekly as "a thrilling and inventive take on
Greek mythology"

Prepare yourself for an epic adventure that will keep you on the edge of
your seat from beginning to end. "Oh My Gods: The Forgotten Maze" is a
must-read for fans of mythology, fantasy, and thrilling stories that explore
the bonds of friendship and the power of courage. Immerse yourself in a
world where gods walk among mortals, and where the fate of Olympus
hangs in the balance. Dive into "Oh My Gods: The Forgotten Maze" today
and experience the thrilling to Zhao's captivating trilogy.

Free Download your copy now!
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Senator Leahy: A Life in Scenes
Senator Patrick Leahy's memoir, A Life in Scenes, is a deeply personal
and moving account of his life and career. The book is full of vivid...

Magda: A Mother's Love, A Daughter's
Redemption - A Journey of Triumph Over
Tragedy
Immerse Yourself in the Captivating True Story of Magda Trocm&eacute;
In the tranquil hills of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, France, during the darkest
hours of World War II, Magda...
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